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Executive Summary
How are accounts taken over once credentials are compromised through a phishing campaign? In Imperva’s research, we wanted to
learn about the dynamics of credential theft and the practices used by attackers. Here, our team reversed the phishing hook by hacking
and tracking phishers—using the same methods they employ against their victims.
Herein are the insights we’ve gained from our research. Along with a few takeover stories, some statistics pose questions regarding
what happens after one succumbs to a perpetrator’s trap and unwittingly offers credentials to a phishing site:
•

How long does is take from credential takeover to exploitation of a compromised account?

•

What is an attacker looking for in a hacked account?

•

Where do phishers look first and which decoys attract their attention?

•

What security practices do attackers use to hide their geolocation or otherwise cover their tracks when manipulating 		
a hacked account?

Introduction
Credential theft and account takeovers are significant cyber security threats. According to Verizon’s 2017 Data Breach Investigations
Report (VZ DBIR)1, 81% of hacking-related breaches leveraged either stolen and/or weak passwords.
The most common way cybercriminals penetrate networks is by stealing and then using valid credentials. Password theft occurs using
many different methods, e.g., phishing, malware, man-in-the-middle attacks, and brute-force password learning. But phishing likely
remains the most effective method, as unsuspecting humans will continue to click links and open attachments as long as they have
email access.
To conduct our research, Imperva maintained nearly 90 online personal accounts (subsequently referred as honey accounts) over nine
months. Various traps were planted within the accounts.
We invited attackers in by revealing account credentials to selected phishing campaigns, and then traced their subsequent activity.
Most attackers did not hesitate to click the links and open documents—blithely doing so without taking any precautionary measures
(e.g., sandbox, anonymity service).
Our collected data provided several insights about phishing dynamics and attacker practices:
•

Exploitations are usually not immediate; more than half occurred after 24 hours.

•

Perpetrators explore the data inside their hacked accounts.

•

Exploitation is typically performed manually, rather than through automated tools (i.e., bots).

•

Phishing can work in both directions.

The Research Process
Our research had four phases (Figure 1):
•

Set up and maintenance of honey accounts

•

Establishment of account monitoring mechanisms

•

Credentials leakage

•

Collection and analysis of data about attackers and their practices

1

Verizon, Data Breach Investigations Report (VZ DBIR), 2017
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Figure 1: Research phases

Creation and Management of Honey Accounts
We created a pool of honey accounts containing nearly 60 email accounts (e.g., Gmail, Outlook, Yahoo, Yandex) and 30 groups of other
account types. The latter included file hosting (e.g., OneDrive, Google Drive, Dropbox) and social network accounts (e.g., Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter) bound to one of our email accounts. We used identical passwords for all accounts in a particular group to track
password reuse attempts.
To make the honey accounts appear authentic and rich in content, we engaged them in different groups, subscribed them to news and
other popular sites, filled out their sent mail folders, and created a contacts list for each. Our team developed a full profile for every
social network account and established real relationships with other social networkers. And we populated file hosting accounts with
various files and periodically updated their content.
We then leaked account credentials to the dark web via zero-day phishing campaigns and tracked the newly compromised accounts.

Account Monitoring
Monitoring focused on two types of account activity: login (successful or not) and actions performed within each account. Here we
used built-in security mechanisms to trace login attempts; they sent an email alert when someone logged in from an unrecognized
device, application, or browser, in addition to archiving usage data.
For tracking account activity (e.g., reading email or opening a file), we planted decoys—derived from the Canarytokens open source
toolkit2—to track phisher attention.
Canarytokens – Having a “phone home” feature implemented through a DNS or HTTP request, a so-called canarytoken manipulates a
document or service to send an email containing details of the event when an intruder accesses its token. Imperva used web bugs (URL
tokens)3, Microsoft Word documents and ZIP archives (Windows folder tokens) to trigger alerts when someone browsed a folder in File
Explorer. The tokens appeared as links and attachments in emails and within file storage accounts.

Figure 2: Web bug token

2

Canarytokens open source toolkit.

3

A web bug is an embedded object in a web page or email that unobtrusively (usually invisibly) checks that a user
has accessed the content. Common uses are email tracking and page tagging for web analytics.
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Figure 3: Web bug token and ZIP archive token

Figure 4: Web bug token and ZIP token

Credentials Leakage
We used the Open Phish4 feed and Phishtank5 database as our zero-day phishing site sources. Attackers were invited by leaking our
honey account credentials to corresponding phishing campaigns (e.g., Dropbox account credentials to a related phishing operation).
For each leaked account we tracked its activity—along with associated accounts—to learn about password reuse.
Account maintenance was a bottleneck. To circumvent this we reused credentials, interjecting a minimum two week cooling-off period
between leakage rounds, content refreshing, and any password change.

4

Open Phish.

5

Phishtank.
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Alert Analysis
Our researchers used an email management account to collect and tag alerts from the various accounts. Only after gathering data from
200 credential leaks did we begin analyzing it.

Account Penetration
Figure 5 shows honey account penetration statistics.
One-Time / Repetitive Penetration

Repeated
Penetration
One-Time
Penetration

34%

66%

Penetrated
Not
Penetrated
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Access to Data

Tokens
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Tokens Not
Triggered

77%

Figure 5: Honey account penetration statistics
•

Only 44% of the 200 credential leaks ended in account exploitation. After disclosure, only 88 credentials were used to
penetrate accounts.

•

Thirty of the 88 accounts were repeatedly exploited, resulting in 99 accesses. Interestingly, repetitive penetrations were usually
managed from different IP addresses than the initial instance.

•

That 34% of the accounts were repeatedly accessed could indicate that leaked credentials reached more than one phisher. This
makes sense given the industrialization of phishing and managed phishing services that provide all the scam components.

•

Twenty-three percent of the exploited accounts triggered 114 canarytoken alerts. In 61% of those accounts initial access was to
validate stolen credentials; only subsequent access involved account exploration (and the triggering of our tokens).

Takeover May Not Be Immediate
How long from the moment a user falls into a phishing trap—revealing their password to a bogus site—until an actor starts exploring
the account?
Most initial probes happened during the first week after a leak. Almost 50% of them happened within 24 hours after a takeover. Figure
6 shows the time assessment between account takeover and initial explorations thereof.
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Figure 6: Timeline – from takeover to initial explorations
As mentioned, 34% of initially explored accounts are repeatedly probed. However, only 45% of them were examined within 48 hours
of initial access. We assume that repetitive penetrations originating from different IP addresses over a short period (such as 48 hours) is
indicative of anonymity services (e.g., proxies, Tor network) being used.
Conversely, when the time between penetrations exceeds 48 hours, it can be assumed that the credentials were sold to a third-party;
repetitive explorations are then performed by newcomers. Figure 7 shows the duration between initial and repetitive explorations.
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Figure 7: Timeline – from initial exploitation to repetitive explorations

Propagation to Other Accounts
Security experts view password reuse for multiple accounts as a dangerous practice. When doing so, the probability of a user 		
account falling victim to a determined attacker increases, as the latter can use the same stolen password at all sites to which the
user is registered.
So as to assess the extent of this threat, we leaked 70 shared gateway account credentials that provided entry to a “bait” account
group. We even assisted attackers by leaving a trail of breadcrumbs from our gateway accounts to the bait group. Our researchers
then tracked all activity for those accounts.
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The results were surprising. While 46% of the lead accounts were accessed by attackers (following “inviting” them in by leaking the
credentials), only 16% of the attackers tried to use these credentials in order to propagate to tied accounts. This low percentage was
somewhat surprising. There are plenty of ways for attackers to use the common practice of password reuse, e.g., propagation to other
accounts of the victim or validating stolen credentials or brute-forcing credentials in a weakly-protected site, and we expected to see
a larger portion of the attackers propagating to tied accounts. This does not solve the eternal dilemma of whether it is worse to use
a single password in all your accounts, or to generate many passwords for different accounts, which in many cases involves using
weaker passwords.

Attacker Practices
Inside Your Inbox
After leaving the front door open, it intrigued us to watch what happens once a burglar gets into your house. From our collected alerts
analysis we concluded that, first and foremost, attackers are looking for sensitive information—such as passwords and credit card numbers.
All told we had 114 canarytoken alerts originating in 20 honey accounts. Figure 8 shows a distribution of triggered tokens.

Suppliers &
Customers

Contacts

9%

10%

Passwords

52%
Credit Cards

29%

Figure 8: Triggered canarytoken distribution
Attackers not only looked at inbox, but also in sent emails and associated files storage accounts, e.g., Google Drive.
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Figure 9: Triggered canarytoken locations
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We planted bait in the accounts equally. Figure 10 shows triggered token types.
Zip Archive

7%

Word
Documents

25%

Web Bug

68%

Figure 10: Triggered canarytoken types
The majority of triggered tokens were web bugs. This was expected, given the ease with which users click links—especially those
resources having enticing titles or subject lines. It also shows that phishing works in both directions; when we turned the “fishhook”
around, we could potentially catch the phisher.
Surprisingly, one out of four triggered tokens were Word documents. Their opening requires a Microsoft Word installation and an
internet connection to activate their “phone home” function. It shows a part of attackers don’t pay sufficient attention so as to remain
obscure and, by not opening the documents in a sandbox environment, avoid a trace back.
Beside the attacker’s attempts to obtain the sensitive information from the accounts, we saw other types of account abuse:
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Figure 11: Alternative usages of hacked accounts
Several times we saw our accounts being recruited into a spam botnet to carry out additional attacks. And we ran into a few cases
where they were used to send a fixed number of a template-based emails having a set number of recipients. Here the attacker’s email
address was included in the cc: field (probably for management purposes, such as mail arrival confirmation).
At least 12% of accessed accounts were used to launch more scams. For only one account did an attacker lock us out, taking it over by
changing its password and recovery email. In addition, this perpetrator brazenly set two-factor authentication with a phone number to
prevent us from stealing the account back (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Full account takeover

Manual Labor in Action
To understand account exploration duration, we tracked the time from the login (blue line) or first triggered token (orange line) to the
final token triggered (figure 13). We found that 97% of explorations lasted 30 minutes or less.
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Figure 13: Exploration duration of a victim account
The longest exploration lasted 52 minutes, triggering 13 canarytokens. The average duration was about 10 minutes, while the
triggered tokens per probe value averaged 3.2.
Revealing more about attackers’ practices, the following graph (Figure 14) illustrates how long it took between account penetration
and the first time an attacker bit our bait (accessed a canarytoken).
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Figure 14: Timing of initial canarytoken alerts after account penetration
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As it happens, 74% of primary canarytoken alerts are set off within the first three minutes of initial penetration. Attackers approached
tokenized items selectively, rather than sequentially. In addition, the intervals between approaches were very different, ranging from a
few seconds to over 10 minutes. All of this shows that perpetrators manually access the content online; they neither download it nor
use automated tools in their examination.

Covering Tracks
One of the more intriguing areas of our research was to observe practices attackers use to destroy evidence of their presence and
avoid detection. Such steps are mandatory for any perpetrator who wants to remain unknown, continue exploring an account, and
avoid a trace back. Several times we discovered attackers had erased contaminated logins and messages they thought had been
generated by way of their penetration.
Nevertheless, only 17% made any attempt to cover their tracks. In 15% of the penetrations, new sign-in alerts were deleted from the
inbox but were left languishing in a trash folder. Only 2% of the attackers permanently deleted new sign-in alerts.

Figure 15: New sign-in alert in Gmail trash
Another practice we observed was the marking of mail messages as unread after their being opened. Figure 16 shows a Yandex
mail log example.

Figure 16: Yandex activity log
Other actors (13%) deleted their sent emails (such as in a new phishing campaign) and related failure notice messages—intended to
inform the sender about an inability to deliver a message. Such emails are indicative of an account being used for spamming, whereby
email providers identify the attempt and block spam email bursts (Figure 17).
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Figure 17: Yahoo account failure notice messages

Spotting Attackers
Imperva detected honey account penetrations originating from 167 IP addresses within 18 countries. As we began this research, our
prediction had been that most accesses would be anonymized through Tor or anonymous proxy services. Ultimately we were surprised
to find out this was not so as we repeatedly observed attackers’ carelessness.
Only 39% of the phishers accessed our hacked accounts through Tor, anonymous proxies, or hosting services. This illustrates that most
cybercriminals can be tracked given some detective work.
After filtering out the anonymous penetrations, the geographic distribution of attackers is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Geographic distribution of attackers
About half of the attackers appeared to hail from Nigeria. But when we investigated one specific case (more details in the
accompanying blog), we found the attacker and their servers located in the US.
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Stories From the Hacked Account
Imperva encountered several cases where our honey accounts were used to launch further attacks, including spear phishing6, phony
requests for short-term loans, and even to run an inheritance scam.

Spread a New Phishing Campaign to Stolen Contacts
One unexpected sign-in to our management email from one of the honey accounts caught us by surprise. We started our typical
investigation process of the exploited account, checking its recent activity page in addition to the sent mail and trash folders. That was
when we found a deleted login alert and a failure notice message (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Unexpected sign-in attempt found in trash folder
There were two login events from Johannesburg, South Africa, in the recent activity page. We then checked the sent mail folder but
didn’t see anything suspicious. However, the email shown in Figure 20 had been sent to our management account. It pretended to
offer a payment confirmation receipt, but in actuality delivered a PDF document containing links to an online PDF phishing site (Figures
21a – b).

Figure 20: Email delivering a PDF attachment
6

TechTarget, Spear Phishing, March 2017.
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Figure 21a: Online PDF phishing

Figure 21b: Online PDF phishing
The “Contract Payment” subject email was sent to all 134 contacts that had been imported from the associated Gmail account. These
were then deleted after use to cover the perpetrator’s tracks.
Although the email was identified as spam and subsequently blocked, some of the messages still reached the intended victims.
Imperva received a number of irate responses from recipients who realized they had been attacked, and we also fielded several
assistance requests to open the document (due to technical issues).

In the Crosshairs of Inheritance Scammers
Five of the honey accounts received, at the same time, a curious proposal from one Judith Chan, which occurred almost immediately
after leaking one of these accounts to a LinkedIn phishing campaign. When we looked deeper into the related email and LinkedIn
accounts, we found that one LinkedIn account was accessed the same day as the leakage. Our assumption is that the other victims’
addresses were stolen from the contacts list belong to the exploited account.
14
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In her proposal, Ms. Chan stated she found a profile and country on that social networking site and offered us a chance “to fit into an
opportunity.” We decided to embark on an adventure by responding to Ms. Chan. In doing so she sent us the offer shown in Figure 22,
this time identifying herself as an employee of Llyod’s Bank Uk (sic).

Figure 22: “…an opportunity like this only comes once in a lifetime”
Herein Ms. Chan presented herself as an executive at Lloyds Banking Group who had helped a wealthy investor manage a $33M+
portfolio. He had ostensibly died without leaving a will. Her proposal was for us to claim to be the closest surviving relation, for which
we were to share 60% of the proceeds with Ms. Chan as the “deal initiator/facilitator.”
Intrigued, “Emma” replied, “Ok, let’s do it.”
But in her next email, Ms. Chan was an apparently confused RBC Canada employee. In it Emma was asked for her full names (sic),
address, age, and nationality for the binding agreement. And Ms. Chan laid out her strategy.
•

The scheme would be a binding agreement.

•

Emma would complete the next of kin documentation, authorizing her as the funds recipient.

•

We would have direct engagement with Ms. Chan’s bank regarding release of the funds.

•

We would have offshore bank accounts where the 60/40 deposits would be made.

Her next email informed us that all relevant documents would be ready by the end of tomorrow and that she had found a reliable
offshore/online bank for the funds transfer.
The agreement letter was attached. Remarkably, her deceased customer’s first name was now Antonio, and the split was now a more
favorable 50/50. (How generous of her!)
In this stage, “Emma” finished her conversation with Ms. Chan. But we can speculate about the next steps of the scam. The victim will
finally be asked to provide bank account details, copies of identity documents as verification, and/or pay a series of fees, charges or
taxes to help release or transfer the funds. Once making the advance-fee payment, the victim will not receive their inheritance or their
money back; even worse, they are left open to identity theft.
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Summary and Conclusion
Credential theft and account takeover are a significant threat to cyber security. In this research, Imperva learned about the phishing
dynamics from a different perspective by reversing the phishing hook and trying to catch the phishers. The intent was to learn how
accounts are taken over once credentials are compromised through a phishing campaign.
We’ll summarize the main insights from the research on the dynamics of phishing, account takeover and attackers’ practices:
•

An account takeover doesn’t always result when account credentials are leaked. Even when it does, it’s not always immediate.
Only 44% of our credentials leaked to phishing campaigns were exploited, and only 46% of those occurrences (20% of the
total leaked credentials) happened during the first 24 hours. Timely detection of the credential theft, either by the victim or by
his organization, and taking measures to re-protect the account, in this case revoking the password, reduce dramatically the
chances of the account being actually hacked.

•

Attackers exploit information inside hacked accounts. 23% of the attackers searched for sensitive data inside the honey
accounts. Furthermore, exploration of a victim’s account is typically done manually, rather than by automated tools.

•

Password reuse is a known and frequently denounced practice, as it eases the attacker’s work in many ways, like allowing
quick propagation of attacker from one victim’s account to others and allowing the attacker to validate credentials on weakly
protected sites before using them to attack the user’s banking account. In the research we found propagation through
password reuse in 16% of the cases, which is less than what we expected but still presents a significant portion of account
takeover attacks. This finding does not solve the password dilemma of which is worse - choosing a strong password and
reusing it or using a different password, probably a weaker one, for each of your accounts.

•

Phishing is a double-edged sword that can work in both directions. Oblivious to our trap-infested honey accounts, most
attackers didn’t hesitate to click links and open documents without taking any precautions (e.g., sandbox, anonymity services).
With a little detective work cybercriminals can be tracked.

Imperva has shown through this research how phishing can work in both directions—as long as humans are on both sides of the
phishing hook. Despite whatever security practices and training are in place, humans remain susceptible—infection is potentially
unavoidable since links will be clicked and attachments downloaded, opened, and executed. Thus, the focus of your organization
might be better directed toward threat-intelligence and breach detection solutions. These can quickly detect a compromised account
attempting to abuse enterprise data and resources. They can then quickly and automatically quarantine the compromised asset,
thereby preventing further access.
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